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Abstract
Background: Grafting has been widely practiced for centuries in the propagation and production of many
vegetable and fruit species. However, the underlying molecular and genetic mechanisms for how the graft partners
interact with each other to produce a successful graft remain largely unknown. We hypothesized that genome-wide
mRNA exchanges, which were recently documented in grafted model plant species, are a general phenomenon
widely present in grafted plants, including those in vegetable and fruit species, and have specific genotype- and
environment-dependent characteristics modulating plant performance.
Methods: Using diagnostic SNPs derived from high throughput genome sequencing, we identified and
characterized the patterns of genome-wide mRNA exchanges across graft junctions in grafted grapevines grown
in the in vitro and field conditions.
Results: We identified more than 3000 genes transporting mRNAs across graft junctions. These genes were
involved in diverse biological processes and those involved in basic cellular, biosynthetic, catabolic, and metabolic
activities, as well as responses to stress and signal transduction, were highly enriched. Field-grown mature grafts
had much fewer genes transmitting mRNAs than the in vitro young grafts (987 vs. 2679). These mobile mRNAs
could move directionally or bi-directionally between scions and rootstocks. The mRNA transmission rates of these
genes were generally low, with 65 % or more having transmission rates lower than 0.01. Furthermore, genotypes,
graft combinations and growth environments had impact on the directions of mRNA movement as well as the
numbers and species of mRNAs being exchanged. Moreover, we found evidence for the presences of both passive
and selective mechanisms underlying long distance mRNA trafficking in grafted grapevines.
Conclusions: We extended the studies of mRNA exchanges in model species to grapevines and demonstrated
that genomic-scale mRNA exchange across graft junctions occurred in grapevines in a passive or genotype and
environment-dependent manner.
Keywords: mRNA trafficking, Detection of mobile mRNAs, Genome-wide, mRNA exchange, Diagnostic SNP,
Transmission rate, Grapevine, Graft genetics
Background
A grafted plant is usually composed of two genetically
distinct parts: scion and rootstock. The scion and root-
stock are joined together through a graft junction form-
ing a composite plant. Grafting is an ancient agricultural
practice and has been widely used in the propagation and
production of many vegetable and fruit species [1, 2]. Im-
portant grafting applications include using rootstocks for
clonal propagation of scions with rooting difficulty, control
of plant architecture, induction of precocious flowering,
enhancement of disease and pest resistance and soil adapta-
tion [1]. A well-known graft example in fruit species is the
successful use of resistant wild American grape species as
rootstocks for control of the devastating phylloxera dis-
ease in the widely cultivated European grape species Vitis
vinifera [3].
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In order for a composite plant to survive and grow
successfully, a functional vasculature system of xylem
and phloem needs to be established across the graft
junction. While the xylem stream mainly transports
water and other inorganic compounds driven by the pull
of transpiration from root to shoot, the phloem stream
carries organic nutrients from source to sink organs/tis-
sues driven by the pressure gradient [4, 5]. It was long
believed that only small molecules, such as water, hor-
mone, ions, amino acids and photoassimilates, could be
transported from source to sink tissues via the phloem
system. However, some large molecules, such as proteins
and RNAs, were detected in phloem sap [6, 7] and RNAs
have been proposed to function as long distance signal-
ing molecules [4]. RNA species have been detected from
phloem exudates collected using various methods from
different plant species [8–12]. Collectively, hundreds or
even thousands of mRNA species have been identified
from various phloem exudates. However, only a few of
them exhibited long-distance physiological functions
with most examples from transgenes or dominant mu-
tants [13–22]. It was quite puzzling why there were so
many mRNA species detected in phloem sap, but only
few known cases of endogenous mRNAs were reported
to have long distance functions [23, 24].
RNA molecules, especially mRNAs, often have large
molecule weight [5]. Theoretically they would not be able
to go through plasmodesmata to reach the phloem stream
without assistance. It has been suggested that mRNA long
distance movement is a selective process [11, 19] and cer-
tain RNA tertiary structures or elements are necessary for
long distance RNA trafficking [15, 21, 25–27]. Additional
studies suggested that certain ribonucleoproteins can bind
to mRNAs specifically or non-specifically and mRNAs
might move in a ribonucleoprotein complex [28, 29].
However, diffusive/nonspecific movement or mass flow in
the phloem stream has also been suggested for long dis-
tance mRNA translocation [1, 5]. The perplexing fact that
many mRNA species have been detected in phloem sap
without apparent long distance functions supports that
passive diffusion of mRNAs in the phloem stream likely
takes place as well.
Recent studies revealed extensive mRNA exchange
between Arabidopsis and its parasitic plant Cuscuta
pentagona through symplastic junctions [30, 31], be-
tween inter-generic grafts of Arabidopsis and tobacco
[32], and between intra-specific grafts of Arabidopsis
through graft junctions [33]. However, these reports
were based on model species and how the results from
these studies can be applied to agricultural graft crops is
unknown. In this study, we extended the studies of mRNA
movement in model species to grapevines, a woody fruit
species of significant economic importance, and provided
insights into how genome-wide mRNA exchange between
scions and rootstocks may contribute to the genetic suc-
cess of grafted plants.
Results
mRNA exchange between scions and rootstocks
Two sets of grafted materials, one grown in vitro and
the other in the field, were investigated in this study
(Table 1 and Additional file 1: Figure S1). To detect
mRNA exchange between scions and rootstocks, we
mapped genomic sequencing reads of the scions and
rootstocks to the V. vinifera reference genome, deter-
mined their genotypes, and identified diagnostic SNP
loci between respective scions and rootstocks following
our computational pipeline as described in the Material
and Methods. Similarly, RNA-Seq reads from individual
rootstocks and scions of various grafts were separately
aligned to the V. vinifera reference genome. The trans-
mission ability of a transcript was determined by com-
parison of corresponding genomic and RNA-Seq reads
of rootstocks and scions. A transcript is defined as mo-
bile if its corresponding RNA-Seq reads from the donor
were detected in the receptor’s RNA-Seq library (Fig. 1
and Additional file 1: Figure S2). A gene which produces
mobile transcripts between scion and rootstock is de-
scribed thereafter as a graft transmitting gene.
About 95 to 175 million reads with length of 101 bp
were produced for each individual RNA-Seq library and
56 to 68 % of these reads were mapped to the V. vinifera
reference genome (Additional file 2: Dataset S1). Collect-
ively, 3333 graft transmitting genes were identified from
these two sets of grafted materials (Additional file 2:
Dataset S2). Among them, 1188 genes had mobile tran-
scripts detected in at least two different graft materials.
The number of transmitting genes varied among different
grafted materials. Mobile transcripts from 2679 genes
were detected in the in vitro reciprocal grafts between V.
girdiana and V. palmata. In contrast, 987 transmitting
genes were detected in the field grafts with ‘Riesling’ as
scions and ‘C3309’ as rootstocks (Table 1 and Additional
file 2: Dataset S2).
Gene Ontology (GO) term analysis of the 3333 graft
transmitting genes, using the Plant MetGenMAP ana-
lysis tool [34], indicated that diverse biological processes
were over-represented including those related to many
basic cellular, biosynthetic, catabolic, and metabolic ac-
tivities, as well as responses to stress and signal trans-
duction (Additional file 2: Dataset S3). GO term analysis
also revealed a number of over-represented molecular func-
tions, among which one was related to passive transmem-
brane transporter activity.
Transcription factors involved in development and
hormone signaling are among the genes whose mRNAs
were often found in plant phloem samples [8, 9, 15, 19,
21, 35–38] and some of which were confirmed grafting-
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transmissible, including CmNACP, StBEL5, a Knotted 1-like
transcription factor, GAI and a few Aux/IAA genes [8, 11,
13, 14, 16, 21, 37, 39]. mRNAs for many of these genes
were also found to be mobile in this study, including those
coding for NAC-domain containing proteins, BEL1 homo-
logs, Myb, WRKY, GATA, and knotted-1 like transcription
factors (Additional file 2: Dataset S4). Furthermore, mobile
transcripts were detected for many genes encoding proteins
involved in the metabolic and signaling pathways of
different plant hormones, including auxin, gibberellin,
abscisic acid, ethylene and jasmonic acid (Additional file 2:
Dataset S4). These results not only confirmed some of the
previous observations (see the references in Additional file
2: Dataset S4), but also provided further evidence that these
categories of genes in general were more likely to produce
mobile mRNAs in grafted plants.
mRNA movement in the reciprocal in vitro grafts
We observed that 2679 genes transmitted mRNAs
across graft junctions in the in vitro reciprocal grafts.
Among them, 736 transmitted transcripts in both grafts
(Additional file 2: Dataset S2). We further observed that
more mRNA species moved into the scion tissues in
both the reciprocal grafts, regardless of the scion geno-
types. However, the numbers of mobile mRNAs pro-
duced and transmitted by V. girdiana and V. palmata
were similar when they served as rootstocks or scions in
these grafts (Fig. 2a). Specifically, in the graft of V. girdi-
ana (scion)/V. palmata (rootstock), mobile mRNAs of
1130V. palmata and 646V. girdiana genes were respect-
ively found in the scion and rootstock tissues. Between
these two sets of transmitting genes, 107 were transmitted
bi-directionally into both V. girdiana and V. palmata.
Similarly, mobile mRNAs of 1125V. girdiana and 747V.
palmata genes were respectively found in the scion and
rootstock tissues of the V. palmata (scion)/V. girdiana
(rootstock) graft and 126 of these genes had mobile
mRNAs moved bi-directionally into both V. girdiana and
V. palmata (Fig. 2a). We compared the mobile RNA spe-
cies received by the two different scion genotypes of the
reciprocal grafts and found 172 were in common. Like-
wise, mRNA species of 80 genes were found to move into
both rootstocks. Between the set of the 1130V. palmata
genes transmitting mRNAs from the V. palmata rootstock
to the V. girdiana scion and the set of 747V. palmata
genes transmitting mobile mRNAs from V. palmata scion
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aThe number of 101-bp RNA-Seq reads (in millions) mapped to the grape reference genome
bEach in vitro graft combination had three or more grafted plants which were bulked in tissue sampling
cThe grafted plants were planted in the field in 2003. Tissues from six plants from each field condition were pooled as a bulk sample
dSoil was untreated




Fig. 1 Detection of mobile mRNAs. Illustrated are examples for the
three cases of mRNA movement detected in this study. The mobile
mRNA transcripts in the scion (receptor) are perfectly aligned to the
rootstock (donor) genome, and have (a) at least one read carrying
two or more diagnostic SNP loci (colored “T”s); (b) at least two
unique reads covering one diagnostic SNP locus; or (c) at least two
unique reads carrying different diagnostic SNP loci
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Fig. 2 Diagrams of mRNA movement in the in vitro and field grafts. Up and down arrows and their pointing numbers respectively represent the moving
directions and numbers of genes producing mRNAs moved into scions (up) or rootstocks (down). Numbers in rectangle boxes indicate the numbers of
genes whose mRNAs moved in both directions. Numbers in ovals indicate the numbers of genes shared between the two groups connected through
dotted lines. (a) mRNA movement in the in vitro reciprocal grafts. mRNAs from the 28 genes noted in the overlapped two ovals moved in both up and
down directions and both genotypes. (b) mRNA movement in the field grafts. (c) Comparisons of mRNA movement in the in vitro and field grafts
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to V. girdiana rootstock, 330 genes were overlapped.
Similarly, 350 genes were overlapped between the two sets
of V. girdiana transmitting genes when V. girdiana
respectively served as rootstock and scion (Fig. 2a).
There were 28 genes whose mRNA species moved
into both graft partners in both reciprocal grafts
(Fig. 2a and Additional file 2: Dataset S2).
We performed GO term analysis on the 2679 transmit-
ting genes observed in the in vitro grafts, and found that
among the over-represented biological processes were
those related to responses to certain forms of stresses or
stimuli, such as water, ions, and hormone, signal transduc-
tion, membrane organization, photosynthesis, biosyn-
thesis, and various cellular metabolic activities (Additional
file 2: Dataset S5). Over-representation of these diverse
biological processes in the mRNA movement provided
additional evidence to support that mRNA exchange in
these in vitro grafts was extensive and on a genome-
wide scale.
Among the 172 transmitting genes whose mRNAs
were found in both in vitro scions, three biological pro-
cesses, responses to cadmium ion, metal ion and inor-
ganic substance, were over-represented (Additional file
2: Dataset S5). In contrast, among the 80 transmitting
genes whose mRNAs were transmitted to both in vitro
rootstocks, five processes were over-represented. Four of
the five processes were related to the biosynthesis of
amine, amino acids, and nitrogen compounds. The other
process was related to carbon utilization. Among the 28
transmitting genes whose mRNAs moved into both graft
partners in the reciprocal grafts, amine and nitrogen
compound biosynthesis were the two processes over-
represented. In scions, genes for most biosynthetic path-
ways are expected to be very active. Therefore, these genes
might be abundantly expressed and, as a result, transcripts
from some of these genes were “spilled-over” and moved
into the rootstocks. Likewise, in rootstocks, genes for ac-
quiring ions and inorganic nutrients are expected to be
active, thus explaining why transcripts from some of these
genes moved into the scions.
We further analyzed the 107 genes whose mRNAs
moved bi-directionally in the graft of V. girdiana
(scion)/V. palmata (rootstock) (Fig. 2a). Nine over-
represented biological processes were identified, includ-
ing responses to light stimulus, radiation, and other
forms of abiotic stresses and processes related to transla-
tion elongation and photosynthesis (Additional file 2:
Dataset S5). A similar analysis on the 126 genes, whose
mRNAs moved bi-directionally in the graft of V. palmata
(scion)/V. girdiana (rootstock), revealed that only the
phagocytosis process was over-represented. It appeared that
the over-represented processes by the bi-directionally trans-
mitting genes between the reciprocal grafts were very
different.
There are different sets of unique genes moving into
V. girdiana from V. palmata, depending on the graft
combinations. When V. girdiana was used as the scion
(1130 genes, Fig. 2a), many processes including signal
transduction, regulation of response to stimulus, protein
catabolic process, proteolysis and intracellular signaling cas-
cade were over-represented (Additional file 2: Dataset S5).
In contrast, when V. girdiana was used as the rootstock,
over-represented processes were different and included
intracellular transport, cellular component organization,
mRNA metabolic process, and carbohydrate catabolic
process. It appears that mRNA species being moved into a
graft partner was affected by its role as a scion or rootstock
in the graft combination. Similar observations were also ob-
tained when mRNAs moving into V. palmata from V.
girdiana were analyzed (Additional file 2: Dataset S5).
mRNA movement in the field grafts
The field grafts, in which the wine grape scion of V. vinifera
cultivar ‘Riesling’ was grafted onto the hybrid rootstock
‘C3309’, were grown under two soil conditions in field: un-
treated soil with a pH of 5.5 and treated soil with a pH of
6.5 (Table 1). The untreated soil with low pH is considered
to be acidic for growing V. vinifera varieties [40]. A total of
987 transmitting genes were identified. Among them, 295
(about 30 %) transmitted transcripts in both soil conditions.
While hundreds of scion mRNA species were found to
move into the rootstock tissue under each soil condition
(555 genes at the pH of 5.5 and 517 at the pH of 6.5), much
fewer rootstock mRNA species (80 genes at the pH of 5.5
and 134 at the pH of 6.5) were detected in the sampled
scion tissues (Fig. 2b). As what was observed in the in vitro
grafts, some of the mobile mRNAs were transmitted bi-
directionally to both scion and rootstock, with three in soil
with the pH of 5.5 and five with the pH of 6.5. Among the
mRNAs of the scion ‘Riesling’ moving into the rootstock
‘C3309’, on average about 45 % of them were shared be-
tween the grafts grown under the two soil conditions, dem-
onstrating the reproducibility of our approach in detecting
transmitting mRNAs. Interestingly, a similar percentage
(45 %) of mobile mRNAs from the rootstock ‘C3309’ were
also found in the scion ‘Riesling’ under both growing condi-
tions (Fig. 2b).
GO term analysis of the 987 transmitting genes in the
field grafts revealed that 69 processes were over-
represented (Additional file 2: Dataset S6). Eleven of the
processes were related to responses to certain forms of
stimuli and stresses, such as water, temperature, chemi-
cals and organic substances. It was interesting to note
that these forms of stimuli, with the exception of water,
were different from those observed in the in vitro grafts
in which the transmitting genes were responsive to ions
and hormone.
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We examined biological significances of the mobile
mRNAs detected in the grafts grown in two different
pH soil conditions. First, GO term analysis was con-
ducted on the 80 and 134 genes (Fig. 2b) transmitting
their mRNAs from rootstocks to scions in the field
grafts grown in the soil with a pH of 5.5 and 6.5, re-
spectively. There were no apparently over-represented
biological processes in the soil with the pH of 5.5, while
several processes of cellular component assembly, pro-
tein polymerization, and molecular complex subunit
organization were over-represented in the soil with the
pH of 6.5.
We then analyzed the genes transmitting mRNAs to
the rootstocks grown in the soil conditions with a pH of
5.5 (555 genes) and pH of 6.5 (517 genes) (Additional
file 2: Dataset S6). In the soil with a pH of 5.5, a total of
40 processes were over-represented. Many of them were
responsive to various forms of stresses, including water,
heat, temperature, chemicals, hormone and others.
Other over-represented processes included those in-
volved in cellular, metabolic and biosynthetic activities.
In contrast, in the soil with a pH of 6.5, 26 processes
were over-represented and the majority of them were re-
lated to primary, cellular, protein, and lipid metabolic
processes. We further examined the biological processes
for those transmitting genes specific to a particular soil
condition. In the soil with a pH of 5.5, 123 unique trans-
mitting genes were identified. These genes were not
found transmitting mRNAs in any other grafts in this
study. Four processes were over-represented and all of
them were related to some forms of responses to stresses,
including light intensity, temperature, abscisic acid and
other abiotic stimulus. In contrast, only 36 unique trans-
mitting genes were identified in the soil with a pH of 6.5.
Only the process of negative regulation of RNA metabolic
process was over-represented. We also compared the ex-
pression level for the genes whose mRNAs were detected
to transmit in only one soil condition. The majority of
the genes had similar expression level in the source tis-
sues under the two soil conditions (Additional file 1:
Figure S4), indicating that selective transmissibility
under different soil conditions were largely not due to
differential gene expression in the source tissues. These
results altogether suggested that the types of mRNAs in-
volved in the movement between graft partners were
very much affected by the environmental conditions
under which the grafts were grown. In this case, genes
responsive to various forms of stresses were presumably
activated in the grafts grown in the soil with a pH of 5.5,
compared to that in the soil with a pH of 6.5.
mRNA movement in both in vitro and field grafts
There were 333 transmitting genes shared between the
in vitro and field grafts investigated under this study.
Among the 2083 rootstock genes whose mRNAs were
found in the scions of in vitro grafts, 39 and 228 were
overlapped with the transmitting genes of field rootstocks
and scions, respectively (Fig. 2c and Additional file 2:
Dataset S2). Similarly, among the 1313 scion genes whose
mobile mRNAs were found in the rootstocks of in vitro
grafts, 182 and 34 were overlapped with the transmitting
genes of field scions and rootstocks, respectively. One
gene, GSVIVG01011146001 encoding a homeobox protein
BEL1 homolog, was found to transmit mRNAs in both
scions and rootstocks in both the in vitro and field grafts
(Fig. 2c and Additional file 2: Dataset S2).
We were interested in examining whether or not some
general biological processes were shared by the transmit-
ting genes in both the in vitro and field grafts. There
were 47 biological processes over-represented in the 333
shared transmitting genes (Additional file 2: Dataset S3).
They included metabolic processes, cellular component
assembly, biopolymer biosynthesis, macromolecular com-
plex assembly, translation and regulation of many diverse
processes. We then examined the 39 transmitting genes
whose mRNAs moved from rootstocks to scions in both
the in vitro and field grafts (Fig. 2c) and found that two
processes, protein polymerization and translation, were
over-represented (Additional file 2: Dataset S3). Among
the 182 transmitting genes whose mRNAs moved from
scions to rootstocks in both the in vitro and field grafts
(Fig. 2c), macromolecule and cellular macromolecule
metabolic processes were over-represented. Interestingly,
the processes related to responses to various stresses
were over-represented in both the in vitro and field
transmitting genes, as described earlier, but such over-
representation was not apparent when the in vitro and
field shared transmitting genes were compared. This
was likely due to the fact that the stress regimes were
different between the in vitro and field grafts.
We further compared the transmitting genes identified
in this study with those recently found in Arabidopsis
grafts [33]. Orthologous genes between Arabidopsis and
grape were identified using OrthoMCL [41]. We found
that about 600 of the transmitting genes were overlapped
between these two species. GO term analysis of these
genes identified a large number of over-represented func-
tion terms related to many types of transmembrane trans-
porter activities. In addition, we also identified several
interesting over-represented biological processes including
responses to certain forms of stresses and stimuli,
hormone transport and signal transduction processes
(Additional file 2: Dataset S7).
Transmission rates of mobile mRNAs
Transmission rates of mobile mRNAs could be influ-
enced by genotypes, graft partners, growing conditions
and other factors. We estimated the mRNA transmission
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rate of a mobile transcript by dividing the normalized
number of donor RNA-Seq reads at a specific diagnostic
SNP locus detected in the receptor tissue by the total
normalized number of the donor RNA-Seq reads de-
tected at that locus in both donor and receptor tissues.
If mobile RNA-Seq reads were detected at multiple diag-
nostic SNP loci, the transmission rate of this transcript
was estimated as the average of the transmission rates
across all the individual SNP loci located in the gene
(Fig. 3, Additional file 1: Figure S3). We recognize that
our method for estimating transmission rates of mobile
mRNAs has certain limits. For example, some genes
may have different patterns in their temporal and spatial
expression in the donor plants and the stability of
mRNAs of these genes may differ in the receptor plants,
therefore the amounts of mRNA in these different sam-
ple fractions are not necessarily comparable. Further-
more, our detection method are dependent on sequencing
coverage and the presence of diagnostic SNPs between
donor and receptor plants. Therefore, we will not be able
to detect mobile mRNAs from those genes or coding re-
gions of genes carrying no SNPs and/or with low cover-
age. Nevertheless, our estimates should provide a general
pattern of this complex subject. To reduce potential bias
due to small sample size, we estimated transmission rates
for the graft transmitting genes with 50 or more RNA-Seq
reads produced in the donor tissue. The mRNA transmis-
sion rates for these genes varied significantly, ranging from
about 0.00001 to 0.6442 for the in vitro grafts (Fig. 3a) and
from 0.00009 to 0.7554 for the field grafts (Fig. 3b). About
75 % and 65 % of the transmitting genes in the in vitro
and field grafts, respectively, had mRNA transmission
rates lower than 0.01 (Fig. 3c). In contrast, less than 2 % of
the transmitting genes in both the in vitro and field grafts
had the transmission rates higher than 0.50. It appeared
that transmitting genes in the field grafts on average had
higher transmission rates (0.0420) than that in the in vitro
grafts (0.0238) (Table 1). This difference could be due to
many factors including genotypes, age of grafted plants,
tissue sampling, and growth environments (Additional
file 1: Figure S1).
While there were exceptions, mRNA transmission
rates of the same genes from the same genotype were
generally correlated well, regardless whether the geno-
type was used as a rootstock or a scion (Fig. 4a and b).
Among the 293 V. palmata genes examined with their
mRNAs moved into both V. girdiana rootstocks and
scions in the reciprocal grafts, the pairwise correlation
coefficient of the mRNA transmission rates for these
genes in the two graft tissues was 0.7464. A similar pair-
wise correlation coefficient (r = 0.8571) was found for
the 260 V. girdiana genes with their mRNAs transmitted
into both V. palmata rootstocks and scions. Such correl-
ation relationships were also observed for field graft trans-
mitting genes under different soil conditions (Fig. 4c and
d). However, when the mRNA transmission rates of same
genes from different genotypes were compared, no signifi-
cant correlations (r < 0.02) were found (Fig. 4e and f).
Potential mechanisms for long-distance mRNA movement
Transmission of mRNAs across graft junctions could be
passive and/or selective. We observed evidences to sup-
port both modes of transmissions in this study. As de-
scribed earlier, a large number of transmitting genes in
both in vitro and field grafts had very low mRNA trans-
mission rates (Fig. 3). Many of these genes had thousands




Fig. 3 mRNA transmission rates and their distribution patterns.
(a) Plot of transmission rates and the total numbers of mRNA
reads (log10) detected for the 3115 in vitro graft transmitting
genes. (b) Plot of transmission rates and the total numbers of
mRNA reads (log10) detected for the 919 field graft transmitting
genes. (c) Distribution of the transmission rates of mobile mRNAs
from the transmitting genes identified from various rootstocks
and scions in the in vitro (n = 3115) and field (n = 919) grafts.
These genes had 50 or more RNA-Seq reads detected in the
donor tissue and some of them may be represented by multiple
data points if donor RNA-seq reads were detected in multiple
receptor tissues
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the donor mRNAs detected in the receptor tissue
(Additional file 2: Dataset S2), suggesting that the mRNA
movement of these genes was probably passive and likely
a result of random movement processes. Another evi-
dence to support the existence of a passive mechanism of
mRNA movement was that highly expressed genes ap-
peared to have higher chances of their transcripts trans-
mitted and detected. We specifically examined 33 highly
expressed genes (with RPKM value 1000 or more) in the
in vitro grafts and found that 17 of them produced mobile
mRNAs (Additional file 2: Dataset 2). The fact that most
of these highly expressed genes generated mobile mRNAs
strongly suggests the involvement of a mass flow mechan-
ism in the mRNA movement.
While a mass flow or passive mechanism was apparently
involved in the mRNA movement, convincing evidence
was also found to support the presence of certain selective
processes in facilitating transmissions of mRNAs across
graft junctions. There were many transmitting genes
whose mRNA transmission rates were relatively high and
independent of their expression levels in both the in vitro
and field grafts (Fig. 3a and b). This could not be simply
explained by a random movement process. Instead, these
transmitting genes were likely subject to certain selective
processes for transmitting their mRNAs. When examining
the 265 field-graft transmitting genes which had 50 or
more RNA-Seq reads and transmission rates of 0.1 or




Fig. 4 Plots of mRNA transmission rates of same genes in different graft tissues. Only genes with 50 or more RNA-Seq reads produced in the
donor tissue were included. (a) Transmission rates of V. palmata mRNAs moved into V. girdiana rootstock vs. transmission rates of V. palmata
mRNAs moved into V. girdiana scion. (b) Transmission rates of V. girdiana mRNAs moved into V. palmata scion vs. transmission rates of V. girdiana
mRNAs moved into V. palmata rootstock. (c) Transmission rates of ‘Riesling’ mRNAs moved into ‘C3309’ rootstock in the soil with a pH of 5.5 vs.
transmission rates of ‘Riesling’ mRNAs moved into ‘C3309’ rootstock in the soil with a pH of 6.5. (d) Transmission rates of ‘C3309’ mRNAs moved
into ‘Riesling’ scion in the soil with a pH of 5.5 vs. transmission rates of ‘C3309’ mRNAs moved into ‘Riesling’ scion in the soil with a pH of 6.5.
(e) Transmission rates of V. palmata mRNAs moved into V. girdiana scion vs. transmission rates of V. girdiana mRNAs moved into V. palmata scion.
(f) Transmission rates of V. palmata mRNAs moved into V. girdiana rootstock vs. transmission rates of V. girdiana mRNAs moved into V. palmata scion
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phosphoinositide phosphorylation and metabolic process,
were over-represented. Polyphosphoinositides are mem-
brane lipids and play significant roles in osmotic stress sig-
naling [42]. Over-representation of these stress-related
processes might indicate that the related mRNA exchange
was a response of the grafts to various field growth condi-
tions, such as soil acidity. In addition, we compared the
transmission rates of 160 genes whose mRNAs were
found to be transmitted to the rootstock ‘C3309’ from the
scion ‘Riesling’ in the field grafts grown under two differ-
ent soil conditions (Fig. 4c). We found that although the
transmission rates of the 160 genes in the grafts under the
two soil conditions were highly correlated (r = 0.8654),
about 10 % of the genes did show large differences in their
transmission rates (5 times or more,). The cause for these
apparent differences was not known, but some selective
processes due to different field growing conditions were
presumably involved. The selective processes became also
apparent in the field grafts in which a significant number
of mRNAs were transmitted only under a specific soil
condition (Fig. 2b, Additional file 2; Datasets S2 and S6).
As shown earlier, much more mobile mRNAs were de-
tected in the in vitro grafts than in the field grafts (Table 1).
However, some graft transmitting genes were only identi-
fied in the field grafts, but not in the in vitro grafts even
though these genes had comparable expression levels and
diagnostic SNPs in both grafts. Examples include a puta-
tive transcription factor gene (GSVIVG01023283001), a
putative E3 ubiquitin ligase gene (GSVIVG01003757001),
a ring finger protein gene (GSVIVG01026703001), and
a CBS domain protein gene (GSVIVG01024516001)
(Additional file 2: Dataset S2). While we do not know the
physiological significances of these genes, the observation
of such genes being transmitted in the field grafts but not
the in vitro grafts provided further evidence for the in-
volvement of selective mechanisms in long distance
mRNA movement in grapevine.
Discussion
Examples of mRNA movement across graft junctions
were previously demonstrated in several model plant
species [15, 19, 21, 38]. Long distance movement of a
few mRNA species has also been documented in apple,
including IAA14 and GAI [16, 17, 39]. Recently, extensive
mRNA exchange was revealed between Arabidopsis and
its parasitic plant C. pentagona through symplastic junc-
tions [30, 31], between inter-generic grafts of Arabidopsis
and tobacco [32], and between intra-specific (inter-eco-
type) grafts of Arabidopsis through graft junctions [33].
However, these works were based on model and short-
lived annual species and to what extent the conclusions
from these studies can be applied to graft crops of eco-
nomic significance is unknown. In this study, we advanced
our knowledge in this area by extending the studies of
mRNA exchange in model species to an important woody,
fruit crop species of grapevines.
Genome-wide exchanges of mRNAs between graft partners
A total of 3333 annotated grape genes were found to
produce mobile mRNAs across graft junctions in this
study. They accounted for about 12.7 % of the total pro-
tein coding genes (26,346) in grape. The extent of
mRNA exchange between graft partners revealed in this
study was extensive, at a similar scale as what was re-
cently reported in Arabidopsis (about 6 %, 2006 out of
33,602 genes, produced mobile mRNAs) [33]. Because
detection of mobile RNAs is contingent on the availability
of SNPs differentiating graft partners, sequencing cover-
age, mRNA stability, tissue sampling and other technical
and biological factors, it would not be possible to detect
all the mobile mRNAs and, therefore, the proportion of
the genes that were found to produce mobile mRNAs in
this study is likely underestimated.
A significant portion of the transmitting genes showed
very low mRNA transmission rates in this study (Fig. 3).
Because only a small number of mobile mRNAs were
present in the receptor tissue, their biological signifi-
cances, if any, were difficult to assess. However, there
were some genes which transmitted their mRNAs with
relatively high rates in different grafts. These mobile
mRNAs, while their biological significances were un-
known, were likely transmitted through certain selective
processes. Conceivably, the numbers and species of
mRNAs which are responsive to selective translocation will
be different under different growth conditions. Another in-
teresting observation in this study was that the mRNA
transmission rates of the same genes from the same geno-
type were generally correlated well, but not so evident be-
tween different genotypes. This suggests that the donor
genotype likely plays a key role in determining how fre-
quently mobile transcripts are transmitted in a graft.
The transmitting genes discovered in this study were in-
volved in many different biological processes (Additional
file 2: Datasets S3, S5 and S6). Many of these processes
were over-represented in both the in vitro and field graft
transmitted genes, covering various basic cellular, biosyn-
thetic, catabolic, and metabolic activities. It was interest-
ing to note that many processes related to responses to
various forms of stresses and stimuli, such as water,
temperature and chemicals, were over-represented, sug-
gesting that mRNA movement in the grafted grapevines
in this study were responsive to growth conditions and
environmental stresses. Additional evidence to support
this hypothesis is that the in vitro and field grafts which
were grown under different stress regimes had unique,
additional stress-responsive genes involved. In the field
grafts, mobile mRNAs from genes which were responsive
to the stimulus of abscisic acid, carbohydrate, chitin, and
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organic substance were uniquely over-represented. In con-
trast, in the in vitro grafts, mRNAs from the genes respon-
sive to cadmium ion, hormone, inorganic substance, metal
ion, and salt stress were over-represented. In addition to
this stress-responsive theme, we also found that many
transcription factors and hormone-related genes partici-
pated in long-distance mRNA transmission, which pre-
sumably provide additional levels of regulations of many
plant growth and development processes in the grafted
plants.
We discovered that there were about 600 transmitting
genes shared between the grapevines in this study and the
Arabidopsis previously reported [33]. While these shared
genes had diverse functions and were involved in many
different biological processes, some of them were related
to hormone transport, signal transduction and responses
to certain forms of stresses and stimuli. Whether or not
some of these genes are representative of the core com-
mon genes involved in producing and transmitting
mRNAs in grafted plants is yet to be confirmed.
Impact of graft combinations, genotypes, and growth
conditions on mRNA exchange
Impact of scion/rootstock combinations on macromol-
ecular translocation has been reported before. The study
on the graft transmission of phloem proteins in interspe-
cific and intergeneric heterografts in the Cucurbitaceae
family suggested that the direction of phloem protein
translocation depended on the scion/rootstock combin-
ation [43]. Similarly, the mouse ear tomato mutant can
induce leaf phenotypic changes in wild-type grafting
partner only when the mutant was used as the rootstock
[22]. On the other hand, in vitro reciprocal grafts be-
tween wild type and transgenic potato plants overex-
pressing the POTH1 gene demonstrated that the
transgenic POTH1 only moved toward the rootstock
[14]. Both directional and bi-directional exchanges of
mRNAs between rootstocks and scions took place in
grafted Arabidopsis [33]. We also observed such direc-
tional and bi-directional exchanges of mRNAs in the
grafted grapevines in this study (Fig. 2), providing first
support evidence from a woody species.
Overall, the number of mobile RNAs found in the field
grafts was much smaller than that in the in vitro grafts.
In addition, we observed that more rootstock mRNAs
moved into the scion tissues in the in vitro reciprocal
grafts. However, a reversed case was found in the field
grafts. These differences could be attributed to different
graft genotypes, different growth conditions (in vitro vs.
field), different ages of graft material (4 weeks in vitro vs.
11 years in field), and different proximities of the scion
and rootstock tissues to the graft junctions (few centime-
ters in vitro vs. several meters in field) (Additional file 1:
Figure S1). Moreover, the in vitro grafts were grown on
growth medium containing sucrose and other nutrients,
thus the source-sink gradient for the in vitro grafts was
not as apparent and effective as that in the field grafts.
Furthermore, in the mature field grafts, mobile mRNAs
from rootstocks would have to travel over a long distance
to reach young scion shoots and therefore many of the
mobile mRNAs from rootstocks might not reach that far
before being degraded. Indeed, investigation of the distri-
bution of a particular tomato host gene with high level of
mobility along the stem of the parasitic plant (C. penta-
gona) revealed that the host gene transcript level decreased
significantly from the basal section to the apical tip [30]. A
similar gradient for RNA movement was also reported in
Arabidopsis grafts [33]. These findings suggest that most
mRNA species in the phloem stream might not be very
stable or did not diffuse or migrate very far from the site
where the message was generated, which offers a plausible
explanation of why so few mobile RNAs were detected in
the scion tissue of the field grafts in this study. Compari-
sons of the abundance, movement directions and patterns
of mobile mRNAs in the in vitro and field grafts revealed
an important fact that while many hundreds, perhaps even
thousands, of genes could transmit their mRNAs between
graft partners, only a small number of them might reach
certain tissues to become biologically relevant. Such com-
parisons also reinforced that research results of mRNA ex-
change from model species and certain experimental
material, such as the in vitro grafts in this study, were in-
valuable, but special cautions are needed to interpret the re-
sults, especially when extending the conclusions beyond
the system studied.
Genotypes, scion/rootstock combinations, and growth
conditions not only affected the scale or extent of the
mRNA exchange, but also had significant impact on the
species of mRNAs transmitted. We revealed that many
biological processes conferred by the mobile mRNAs were
shared by different genotypes, graft partners, and grafts
grown in different conditions, but at the same time, there
were many processes uniquely over-represented under
certain biological and environmental conditions. The gen-
etic and physiological bases for these graft-, genotype-
and environment-dependent mRNA movements are
yet to be elucidated. Future studies in this area are cer-
tainly of great interest not only to the understanding of
the molecular and genetic mechanisms regulating the
process of mRNA movement in grafted plants, but also
to the development and selection of superior grafts for
practical agricultural uses.
mRNA movement mechanisms
While many mRNAs were detected in phloem saps in
plants [8, 9, 11, 12, 38, 39], few were found with known
necessity of long distance trafficking to carry out their
functions. A closer examination of the macromolecules
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detected in phloem sap showed that many of these mol-
ecules are quite abundant in plants in general [44–46].
Many components for protein translation and protein
degradation were detected in phloem stream but may
have no necessary function there and were ‘leaked’ or
diffused passively into the phloem stream simply due to
their abundant quantity in plants [1]. All these work
suggested that ‘spill over’ was likely a cause for the pres-
ence of a large number of macromolecules, including
mRNAs, in the plant phloem system. The detection of
host non-phloem mobile transcripts in the parasitic
plant tissues of C. pentagona also provided supporting
evidence of such possible ‘spill over’ of abundant tran-
scripts from cells to cells [30, 31]. The fact that more
than 10 % of the graft transmitting genes showed very
low transmission rates in this study (less than 0.001,
Fig. 3c) also suggests the existence of a genome-wide,
non-selective mass flow mechanism involved in the
mRNA movement across graft junctions of grapevines
(Fig. 3). For example, many genes coding for ribosome
components were found to transmit their mRNAs across
graft junctions at low transmission rates and they were
over-represented in both field and in vitro graft trans-
mitted genes (Additional file 2: Datasets S3, S5 and S6).
This structural constituent of ribosome is a common
component observed in almost all studies of phloem
mRNA populations [8, 9, 11, 39]. The presence of such
mRNAs in phloem sap samples could be explained by
the passive mass flow into the phloem stream, since
many of those transcripts were ubiquitously expressed in
all plant parts and there would be no biological necessity
for such messages to be selectively translocated across
the graft junction into a grafting partner.
Active long-distance mRNA trafficking has been re-
ported for StBEL5 in potato and GAI in Arabidopsis
[15, 20, 21]. Selective movement of mRNAs across
graft junctions was recently demonstrated in the
grafted Arabidopsis [33]. In this study, we observed
that some genes had their mobile RNAs detected in
the field grafts, but not in the in vitro grafts, even
though they had diagnostic SNPs and were expressed
at comparable levels as that in the field grafts. Why the
mRNAs of these genes were transmitted across graft
junctions in the field grafts, not in the in vitro grafts, is
unknown, but some types of selective processes, in-
cluding those dependent on genotypes, growth condi-
tions and age of grafts, might have been involved. We
also observed that some genes produced mobile
mRNAs transmitted only to one graft partner, but not
to the other, suggesting that some selective processes
might be involved in promoting or inhibiting the
movement of these mRNAs towards a particular graft
partner or direction. Additional evidence for support-
ing the existence of selective process in mobile mRNA
movement in this study came from the fact that some
genes were expressed at relative low levels, but their
mRNAs were transmitted at the rates higher than ex-
pected by random transmission (Fig. 3). These genes
might contain some intrinsic elements facilitating their
long distance trafficking as reported by others [21, 25].
Conclusions
Although grafting has been practiced in many fruit species
for centuries, how genetically the graft partners interact
with each other to produce vigorous grafted plants is
largely unknown. Conceivably, the large genomic-scale ex-
changes of mRNAs between scions and rootstocks, as
found in this study, could be the key genetic basis of su-
perior performance of grafted plants. While the relative
transmission rates of mRNAs were generally low, 3333
grape genes involved in such large-scale exchanges of gen-
etic information between scions and rootstocks under-
scored the underlying importance of the phenomenon. As
revealed in this study, such exchanges could be affected by
genetic, genotypic, environmental factors and possibly
controlled by different mRNA movement mechanisms.
While many biological processes and mechanisms involved
in such mRNA movement are yet to be elucidated, one ob-
vious benefit from such exchange of mRNAs between two
genetically distinct graft partners would increase diversity
of the mRNA pool accessible to both scion and rootstock
in a graft. Such diverse pool of mRNAs in turn can make
the grafted plants more productive and adaptive to various
biotic and abiotic conditions through complementation and




To mimic commercially grafted grapevines, all grafts eval-
uated in this study were made between different Vitis spe-
cies. Two wild Vitis species, V. girdiana and V. palmata,
were cultured in vitro and maintained using a protocol
previously reported [47]. In vitro plants of 8-week old
were harvested from the culture. All visible leaves and
roots were removed and the remaining stems and shoots
were used as either scions or rootstocks in grafting.
Briefly, axillary shoots with approximately 2-cm long
stems containing 1–2 lateral buds were used as scions.
Older stems of approximately 3-cm long were used for
rootstocks. The scion and the rootstock were then cleft-
grafted together and the grafting union was gently
wrapped with wet stripes of sterile Kimwipes. The grafts
were placed vertically on micropropagation medium in a
Magenta box, with the grafting union being at least 1 cm
above the medium. The grafts were cultured in Magenta
boxes in a tissue culture room until tissues were collected
for RNA extraction. Grafted plants were taken out of
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Magenta boxes and the graft junction of a graft plant was
first excised out with approximately 0.5-cm long stem on
each side of the junction. The graft junction was not in-
cluded for RNA extraction (Additional file 1: Figure S1).
Tissues were harvested at four weeks post grafting. The
freshly collected tissues were flash frozen in liquid nitro-
gen and then stored in−80 °C freezer.
Field grafting material
The field graft material was sampled from an established
rootstock trial at the Fredonia Vineyard Laboratory of
the Cornell University in Fredonia, New York [40]. The
rootstock trial contained four replicates of grafts involv-
ing four scions and four rootstocks grown in two differ-
ent soil conditions (untreated soil with pH of 5.0–5.5
and limestone-treated soil with pH of 6.0–6.5; for brev-
ity, pH of 5.5 and pH of 6.5 used thereafter). Scion canes
were bench grafted to rootstocks. Grafted grapevines
were grown in a nursery for the first year. One-year-old
dormant grafted vines were then planted in the field in
2003. These trial vines were maintained following gen-
eral viticultural management. A subset of the rootstock
trial materials, V. vinifera var. ‘Riesling’ scion grafted to
the ‘C3309’ rootstock, was sampled for the present
study. The scion ‘Riesling’ is a well-recognized wine
grape cultivar of V. vinifera which is the most widely
cultivated grape species. The rootstock ‘C3309’ is an
inter-specific Vitis hybrid derived from a cross between
two closely related species V. riparia and V. rupestris
(http://iv.ucdavis.edu/Viticultural_Information/?uid=172
&ds=351). Young shoots (including shoot tips and devel-
oping leaves) and tertiary roots were collected from field
grafts in August of 2013 (Table 1 and Additional file 1:
Figure S1). The collected tissues were immediately
immersed into RNA Later solution (Qiagen) in 15 ml
falcon tubes stored on wet ice and later stored in a
−20 °C freezer.
Preparation of strand-specific RNA sequencing libraries
To avoid potential contamination among different geno-
types, we processed samples of individual genotypes, one
at a time, for tissue grinding, RNA extraction, mRNA
purification and mRNA library construction. Total RNAs
were extracted using Spectrum Plant Total RNA Kit
(Sigma-Aldrich). mRNAs were purified using Dynabeads
Oligo d(T)25 (Life Technologies). Purified mRNAs were
quantified using Quant-iT RNA assay kit with the Qubit
fluorometer (Life Technologies). About 40 ng mRNAs
were used for preparation of the strand-specific mRNA li-
brary following previously published protocols [48, 49].
Ten PCR cycles were used in the final amplification step.
RNA-Seq libraries were sequenced using the Illumina
HiSeq system at the Biotechnology Resource Center of
Cornell University (Ithaca, NY, USA). To avoid potential
contamination, each library was sequenced on a separate
lane.
Preparation of genomic libraries
Genomic DNA was extracted from young leaf tissues for
each graft genotype using DNeasy Plant kit (Qiagen). About
100 ng genomic DNA was fragmented to 200–700 bp in-
serts with DNA fragmentase (NEB). Steps of end-repair,
d(A)-tailing, adaptor ligation were the same as the ones for
preparation of mRNA libraries. Eight PCR cycles were used
for final library amplification. The genomic libraries were
sequenced with the Illumina HiSeq system using the
paired-end 100 bp or 151 bp mode. Each genotype has at
least 60 million reads with genome coverage of 15× or
more (Additional file 2: Dataset S1).
Detection of mobile mRNAs transmitted between scion
and rootstock of grafted plants
Genome sequencing data of V. girdiana, V. palmata,
‘C3309’ and ‘Riesling’ were used to compile the SNP loci
between scion and rootstock. The genome reads were
mapped to the V. vinifera reference genome (12X) [50]
using BWA allowing up to four edit distances for 100-bp
reads and six for 151-bp reads [51]. Only uniquely
mapped reads (reads with one single best hit) were kept.
Potential PCR duplicates were removed based on the
mapping results. Following alignment, the coverage of
each genomic position by base A, G, C and T was calcu-
lated based on the mpileup file generated by SAMtools
[52]. Only loci which were homozygous and showed dif-
ferent genotypes between the scion and the rootstock of a
grafted plant (diagnostic SNPs) were used for downstream
transmitting locus identification. For each homozygous
locus, we required at least seven reads supporting the
dominant allele and the frequency of the dominant allele
being greater than 90 %.
RNA-Seq reads from individual rootstocks and scions
of various grafts were separately aligned to the V. vinif-
era reference genome and the read coverage of each
genomic position by base A, G, C and T was similarly
determined using the same method as described above.
The transmission ability of a transcript was determined
by comparison of corresponding genomic and RNA-Seq
reads of rootstocks and scions. A transcript is defined as
mobile if its corresponding RNA-Seq reads from the
donor were detected in the receptor’s RNA-Seq library.
These reads should be perfectly aligned to the donor
genome, and the transcripts should meet at least one of
the following criteria: (1) having at least one read carry-
ing two or more diagnostic SNP loci (Fig. 1a); (2) having
at least two unique reads covering one diagnostic SNP
locus (Fig. 1b); or (3) having two or more unique reads
carrying different diagnostic SNP loci (Fig. 1c). A gene
which produces mobile transcripts between scion and
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rootstock is described thereafter as a graft transmitting
gene.
Estimation of transmission rates
We used a window-based approach to estimate the trans-
mission rate of a mobile transcript between scion and root-
stock. For each transmitted SNP locus, a window centered
at the locus was generated. The window was extended to
the left and right by a size of read length, respectively. To
estimate the transmission rate of an mRNA transcript from
donor to receptor, we counted the numbers of the donor
and receptor RNA-Seq reads, respectively, which perfectly
matched the donor genome within the transmission win-
dow (Additional file 1: Figure S3), and the raw counts were
then normalized to RPM (read per million). The transmis-
sion rate for a specific mobile transcript was estimated by
dividing the normalized number of donor RNA-Seq reads
at a specific SNP locus detected in the receptor tissue by
the total normalized number of the donor RNA-Seq reads
detected at that locus in both donor and receptor tissues. If
supporting RNA-Seq reads were detected at multiple diag-
nostic SNP loci, the transmission rate of this transcript was
estimated as the mean of the transmission rates across all
the individual SNP loci located in the gene.
RNA-Seq gene expression analysis
RNA-Seq reads were first aligned to ribosomal RNA
sequence database [53] using Bowtie allowing two mis-
matches [54] and those aligned were discarded. The
resulting filtered reads were aligned to the V. vinifera
reference genome using TopHat [55]. Following align-
ments, raw counts for each grape gene were derived
and then normalized to reads per kilobase of exon
model per million mapped reads (RPKM).
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